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SOMMAIRE

L? information visuelle est publiee dans Ie World Wide Web et les collections electroniques

sous difFerentes formes incluant les images et la video. Afin d'aider les usagers a localiser

les images voulues en un minimum de temps, et done leur permettre de tirer profit de

toute cette quantite d'informations, plusieurs systemes de recherche d'images out vu Ie

jour. Nous pensons que la de de la reussite de tout systeme de recherche est d'identifier

et de prendre en charge les besoins de chaque usager ainsi que ses specificites. Cependant,

plusieurs systemes existants n'ont pas accorde 1'importance meritee a cette question.

Les questions relatives a la recherche d'images sont nombreuses, telles que 1'estimation

des caracteristiques et des metadonnees, la definition des mesures de similarite, Ie re-

tour de pertinence (relevance feedback) et 1'indexation. Dans ce memoire, nous nous

interessons au probleme de retour de pertinence et comment il peut aider a la prise en

charge des besoins de Pusager. Contrairement aux methodes classiques qui ne considerent

que Fexemple, nous introduisons une nouvelle approche permettant d'exploiter a la fois

Pexemple et Ie contre-exemple pour formuler et raffiner les requetes. Cela est traduit

en un modele mathematique qui nous permet d'effectuer une selection automatique des

caracteristiques dependemment de la requete, et done de mieux repondre aux besoins de

Pusager. Finalement, nous presentons un moteur de recherche que nous avons implemente

afin de valider Ie modele propose.
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Introduction

Durant les dernieres annees, nous avons assiste a un avancement spectaculaire dans

les techniques de generation, sauvegarde et transmission des differentes sortes de donnees

incluant Ie texte, les images, Ie son et la video. Avec Finvention du World Wide Web, de

plus en plus de public out acces a ces donnees. Cependant, 1'utilite d'une donnee difFere

considerablement d'un document a 1'autre allant de 1'information precise et pertinente

a celle non pertinente ou provenant d'une source non sure. De plus, dans Ie Web et les

grandes collections de donnees, nous constatons que plus il y a de Pinformation dispo-

nible a propos d'un sujet donne, plus il est difficile de localiser 1'information precise et

pertinente en un temps raisonnable. Pour pallier a ce probleme, plusieurs systemes de

recherche, appeles aussi moteurs de recherche, out vu Ie jour ces dernieres annees. Ces

moteurs de recherche sont pour la plupart dedies au texte, mais il y en a aussi ceux qui

sont dedies aux images et aux differentes sortes de media.

Dans notre travail, nous nous interessons aux problemes relatifs a la recherche d'images.

Comme Fobjectif principal de tout systeme de recherche est de repondre aux besoins

de Pusager, il est primordial que Ie concepteur d'un tel systeme puisse identifier et com-

prendre ces besoins ainsi que les specificites de chaque usager. La conception d'un systeme

de recherche centre autour des besoins de Pusager souleve plusieurs problemes. D'abord,

il y a Pidentification et Pestimation des caracteristiques pertinentes des images, ainsi que

les metadonnees qui peuvent aider a localiser facilement les images voulues. Ensuite, il

y a Pattribution d'un degre d'importance a chaque caracteristique dependamment de ce

qui interesse 1'usager dans une requete donnee. II y a aussi Ie probleme de definir une

mesure de similarite qui correspond mieux a la perception de Pusager. Au fait, la dif-

ficulte de selectionner les caracteristiques et de definir la mesure de similarite est due



a plusieurs facteurs tels que la subjectivite de jugement, c'est a dire la meme image

n'est pas pergue de la meme faQon par deux personnes difFerentes, ni par la meme per-

sonne en deux moments differents. Une autre raison, qui rend la tache plus difficile, est

que la perception de 1'image est contextuelle dependamment de 1'objectif de 1'usager.

D'autres problemes en recherche d'images sont aussi importants tels que 1'indexation qui

permet de reduire considerablement Ie temps de recherche et de definir une structure

permettant aux usagers de naviguer dans la collection d'images. Si nous procedons a une

analyse des systemes existants, nous pouvons facilement constater que les besoins et les

specificites de 1'usager ne sont pas encore pris en charge d'une fa^on satisfaisante. Par

exemple, dans certains travaux [5] [I], 1'usager doit specifier une combinaison ponderee

des caracteristiques qui Pinteressent. Malheureusement, il est generalement difficile pour

Pusager, meme s5il est specialiste de 1'imagerie, de traduire ses besoins en une combinai-

son de caracteristiques. Une fagon de remedier a ce probleme consiste en Ie retour de

pertinence, ou relevance feedback en anglais, que nous etudions en details Ie long de ce

memoire. Le retour de pertinence implique que la recherche soit raffinee iterativement,

ou a chaque etape 1'usager construit sa requete en choisissant un ensemble d'images ainsi

que leur degres de ressemblance respectifs avec ce qu'il cherche. Cela est exploite pour

definir, de fagon automatique, la pertinence de chaque caracteristique et la mesure de

similarite qui correspondent mieux aux besoins de 1'usager. Au fait, Ie retour de per-

tinence peut contribuer enormement dans Ie raffinement des resultats de la recherche.

Cependant, la majorite des travaux existants se sont concentres sur 1'apprentissage de

Pexemple et out neglige Ie contre-exemple. Nous pensons que Ie contre-exemple peut etre

d'une grande utilite quand il s'agit d'identifier et de supporter les besoins de 1'usager. Si

un systeme ofFre a 1'usager la possibilite de specifier les images ou les parties des images

qu'il desire retrouver, il devrait lui permettre aussi de specifier ce qu'il ne voudrait pas re-

trouver. Motives par Pimportance du contre-exemple, nous proposons une interpretation

que nous integrons dans un scenario de retour de pertinence. Cela nous permet de definir

un nouveau modele mathematique qui integre a la fois 1'exemple et Ie contre-exemple

pour ponderer les caracteristiques et pour definir la mesure de similarite correspondante.

Ce modele a ete valide par Ie biais d'un moteur de recherche que nous avons implemente

et utilise pour effectuer des tests sur une base de donnees de 10000 images traitant de



differents sujets et mettant en valeur difFerentes caracteristiques.

Dans Ie reste du memoire, nous detaillons Ie nouveau modele que nous avons introduit

pour Ie retour de pertinence a Paide de Pexemple et du contre-exemple dans Ie contexte

de la recherche d'images basee sur Ie contenu. Le papier Learning from Negative

Example in Relevance Feedback for Content-Based Image Retrieval a ete pu-

blie dans International Conference on Pattern Recognition, et Particle Content-Based

Image Retrieval Using Positive and Negative Examples va etre soumis a un

journal international.



I/apport du contre-exemple dans Ie

retour de pertinence

Dans ce chapitre, nous exposons Ie travail Content-Based Image Retrieval Using

Positive and Negative Examples. Ce travail concerne Ie retour de pertinence utili-

sant Pexemple et Ie contre-exemple pour la recherche d'images basee sur Ie contenu. Les

methodes classiques [13] [12] utilisent seulement les images exemples pour formuler les

requetes et raffiner la recherche. Cependant, Ie contre-exemple , s'il est bien utilise, peut

apporter une bonne amelioration dans les resultats de la recherche. Peu d'auteurs se sont

interesses au contre-exemple. On peut en citer les travaux de Belkin et al. [9], ]V[uller et al.

[4], Vasconcelos et al. [8 , Nastar et al. [3, 2], ainsi que celui de Picard et al. [10, 11]. Nous

pensons que Ie contre-exemple merite d'etre etudie plus attentivement et avec plus de

details si on veut vraiment en tirer profit. Voila pourquoi nous avons etudie en detail cette

question afin de proposer une nouvelle approche qui exploite Ie contraste entre 1'exemple

et Ie contre-exemple pour efFectuer une recherche plus efficace. Le contre-exemple peut

contribuer enormement dans la reduction du bruit (les images non voulues qui ont ete

retournees) et de 1'oubli (les images voulues qui n'ont pas ete retournees).

Dans ce chapitre nous analysons la pertinence du contre-exemple dans la formulation

et Ie raffmement de la requete, et nous examinons comment 11 pourrait etre interprete.

En se basant sur cette etude, nous proposons un nouveau modele pour Ie retour de per-

tinence. Dans ce modele, 1'usager peut selectionner, en outre des images exemples qui

ressemblent a ce qu'il cherche, des images contre-exemple lui permettant d'eviter que Ie

systeme lui retourne certaines images ou certaines caracteristiques indesirees. Ceci est



pris en charge sur deux etapes: la premiere etape considere 1'exemple seulement, tandis-

que la deuxieme raffine les resultats de la premiere en se basant sur la difference entre

Fexemple et Ie contre-exemple. Ce modele est traduit en une formulation mathematique

oil la selection des caracteristiques est formulee comme une minimisation de la variance

intra-classe incluant 1'exemple et Ie contre-exemple, en meme temps qu'une maximisation

de la variance inter-classe.

L'idee de base du probleme a ete proposee par Ie Professeur Djemel Ziou, et les re-

cherches necessaires a la modelisation du probleme ainsi qu'a la resolution des equations

mathematiques et la validation des algorithmes out ete realisees sous sa direction. J'ai

egalement pu profiter des discussions avec M. Alan Bernardi. Ce travail a fait 1'objet

d'un article [7] qui apparait dans les pages suivantes de ce memoire, et qui va etre sou-

mis a un journal international. Une version compacte de cet article [6] a ete publie dans

International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR 2002), Quebec, 11-15 aout 2002.
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Abstract
Although negative example can be highly useful to better understand the user's needs in content-

based image retrieval, it was considered by few authors. In this paper, we address some issues

related to the combination of positive and negative examples to perform a more efficient image

retrieval. We start by analyzing the relevance of negative example and how it can be interpreted

and exploited to mitigate some problems in image retrieval such as noise, miss, the page zero

problem and feature selection. Then we propose a new relevance feedback approach that uses

positive example to perform generalization and negative example to perform specialization. In

this approach, a query containing both positive and negative example is processed in two steps.

The first step considers positive example only in order to reduces the set of images participating

in retrieval to a more homogeneous subset. Then, the second step considers both positive and

negative examples and acts on the images retained in the first step. Mathematically, relevance

feedback is formulated as an optimization of intra and inter variances of positive and negative

examples. We implemented an image retrieval system that uses the proposed algorithm. We

performed many tests on a collection of 10.000 images as well as a performance evaluation of

the system, and the results were promising.

Keywords : content-based image retrieval, positive example, negative example, relevance

feedback, feature selection.
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1 Introduction

With advances in the computer technologies and the advent of the World-Wide Web, there

has been an explosion in the quantity and complexity of digital data being generated, stored,

transmitted, analyzed, and accessed [30]. These data take different forms such as text, sound,

images and videos. The huge number of images available renders it necessary to develop systems

for efficient image retrieval which can help users locate the needed images in a reasonable

time. These systems use many attributes of the images, such as the presence of a particular

combination of colors or the depiction of a particular type of event [19]. Such attributes may

either be derived from the content of the image or from its surrounding text and data. This

leads to various approaches in image retrieval such as content-based techniques and text-based

techniques. A good survey on the techniques used in image retrieval can be found in [2], [19]

and [29].

If we focus on content-based image retrieval, we can distinguish many ways of formulating

queries. Early systems such as QBIC 18] ask the user to select image features such as color,

shape, or texture. Other systems like BLOBWORLD [4] require the user to provide a weighted

combination of features. However, it is generally difficult to directly specify the features needed

for a particular query, for several reasons. First, because not all users understand the image

vocabulary (e.g. contrast, texture, color) needed to formulate a given query. Second, even if

the user is an image specialist, it is not easy to translate the images he/she has in mind into

a combination of features. An alternative approach is to allow the user to specify the features

and their corresponding weights implicitly via a visual interface known as " query by example" .

The user can choose images that will participate in the query and weight them according to

their resemblance to the images sought. The results of the query can then be refined repeatedly

by specifying more relevant images. This process, called Relevance Feedback (RF), is defined

in [28] as the process of automatically adjusting an existing query using information fed back

by the user about the relevance of previously retrieved documents. Relevance feedback is used

to model the user subjectivity in several stages. First, it can be applied to identify the ideal

images that are in the user's mind. At each step of the retrieval, the user is asked to select a

set of images which will participate in the query; and to assign a degree of relevance to each



of them. This information can be used in many ways in order to define an analytical form

representing the query intended by the user. The ideal query can be defined independently

from previous queries, as in [25]. It can also depend on the previous queries, as in the query

point movement method where the ideal query point is moved towards positive example and

away from negative example [8] . Examples of this method can be found in [28] and [20]. The

computation of the ideal query may be unnecessary in certain cases such as the current work,

where we automatically integrate what the user is looking for into the similarity measures

without the need to identify any ideal point.

Relevance feedback allows also to capture the user's needs by assigning a degree of importance

(e.g. weight) to each feature or by transforming the original feature space into a new one that

best corresponds to the user's needs and specificities. This is done by enhancing the importance

of those features that help in retrieving relevant images and reducing the importance of those

which do not. Once the importance of each feature is determined, the results are applied to

define similarity measures which correspond better to the similarity intended by the user in

the current query. The operation of attributing weights to features can also be applied to

perform feature selection, which is defined in [31] as the process of choosing a subset of features

by eliminating redundant features or those providing little or no predictive information. In

fact, after the importance of each feature is determined, feature selection can be performed

by retaining only those features which are important enough; the rest will be eliminated. By

eliminating some features, we can improve retrieval performance because in a low-dimension

feature space, it is easier to define good similarity measures, to perform retrieval in a reasonable

time, and to apply effective indexing techniques [19].

While many studies have focused on how to learn from user interaction in relevance feedback

[26, 30, 25, 23, 3, 9, 17, few of them evoked the relevance of negative example 21, 7, 20, 5].

We think that negative example can be highly useful for query refinement since it allows to

determine the images the user doesn't want in order to discard them. In [7], the authors show

that when they use only positive feedback, the major improvement occurs at the first feedback

step; and that the improvement with positive and negative feedback is remarkable for the four

first steps where the results continuously get better. We also note that relevance feedback with

negative example is useful to reduce noise (undesired images that have been retrieved) and to



decrease the miss (desired images that have not been retrieved).

In this paper, we introduce a new technique that takes into account both negative and

positive example in order to perform more efficient image retrieval. In Section 2, we examine

some existing relevance feedback models. In Section 3, we give details on our interpretation of

negative example, especially on how to learn from the difference between positive and negative

examples in order to identify relevant features, and how this could be applied to image retrieval.

Section 4 is devoted to the definition of our mathematical model for relevance feedback, and

Section 5 shows how we compute the optimal parameters of this model. In Section 6, we

give the algorithm for parameter computation. Details on the implementation of the retrieval

system are given in Section 7, and finally, experimental results and evaluation of the system

performance are given in Section 8.

2 Related work

In the current section, we present two categories of related work. We start by briefly explaining

some relevance feedback models that have used only positive example. Then, we undergo some

of the few models that have considered negative example.

2.1 Models which use only positive example

Relevance feedback using positive example has been considered by many authors [1, 30, 26,

25, 24, 9, 17]. We will limit our discussion to two of these models. In the first, Ishikawa et

al. [25] define a quadratic distance function for comparing images. Consider that we have a

query consisting of N images, each image is represented by an J-dimension feature vector Xn =

[a;nl? • • • 5^nj] 5 where T denotes matrix transposition. Consider also that the user associates

each image participating in the query with a degree of relevance TT^ which represents its degree

of resemblance with the sought images. The authors compute two parameters, namely the ideal

query q= [^i,..., qi] and the ellipsoid distance matrix W, that minimize the quantity D given

in Equation (1), which represents the global distance between the query images and the ideal



query.
N

D = Y^7Tn(Xn - q)TW(Xn - q) (1)
n=l

In the second model [26], Rui. et al. decompose each image into a set of I features, each of

which is a vector of reals. Let Xm be the ith feature vector of the nth query image and TT^ the

degree of relevance assigned by the user to the nth image. Assume also that the query consists of

TV images. The authors compute, for each feature %, the ideal query vector ^, a matrix Wi and

scalar weight Ui which minimize the global dispersion of the query images given by Equation

(2). By minimizing the dispersion of the query images, they try to enhance the concentrated

features, i.e., features for which example images are close to each other.

I N
3 = S ^ S^ 7Tn(^m - ^)TW^(^ - ^) (2)

i=l n=l

In [27], the authors propose to use the same model but with negative degrees of relevance

assigned to negative example images. We show, in Section 4, that this consideration leads to

neglect the relevant features of negative example, so that negative example will be confused

with positive example.

2.2 Models which use both positive and the negative examples

If we consider the way negative example was interpreted in previous studies, we can distinguish

two categories of models. In the first category, the positive example images are selected by the

user; however, the negative example images are chosen automatically by the retrieval system

among those not selected by the user. In the second category, both positive and negative ex-

ample images are chosen by the user.

We will begin by examining the first category, which includes the work of Miiller et al. [7].

Concerning the initial query, they propose to enrich it by automatically supplying non-selected

images as negative example. For refinement, they select the top 20 images resulting from the

previous query as positive feedback. As negative feedback, they choose four of the non-returned

6



images. Their system performs refinement through several feedback steps; in each step, it tries

to move the ideal query towards the positive example and away from the negative example.

This is done by using the Rocchio formula [12]:

_n^ ^ m_
Q=^-ER'-£-ES' (3)

nl^ " n2^

where Q is the ideal query, ni and n^ are the numbers of positive and negative images in the

query respectively, and Ri and Si are the features of the positive and negative images respec-

lively, a and f5 determine the relative weighting of the positive and negative examples. They

adopt the values a = 0.65 and (3 = 0.35 used by some text-retrieval systems [7]. We notice that

in this category of models, since the system selects negative example images automatically, it

is very important to use the right images, otherwise this can destroy the query. Indeed, if the

system chooses as negative example some images which should rather be considered as positive

example, then the relevant features of these images will be discarded, and this will mislead the

retrieval process.

The second category includes the work of Vasconcelos and Lippman [20] where they pro-

pose a Bayesian model for image retrieval, operating on the assumption that the database is

constituted of many image classes. When performing retrieval, they support image classes that

assign a high membership probability to positive example images, and penalize image classes

that assign a high membership probability to negative example images. We notice that the au-

thors consider that the positive and the negative examples have the same relative importance.

In [23, 24], Picard et al. organize the database images into many hierarchical trees according

to individual features such as color and texture. When the user submits a query, they perform

comparison using each of the trees, then they combine the resulting sets by choosing those

image sets which most efficiently describe positive example, with the condition that these sets

don't describe negative example well.

In [21], Belkin et al. use a Bayesian probabilistic model in which they assume that the relevant

features of positive example are good, whether or not they are relevant to negative example.

Their interpretation of negative example is that the context in which positive example appears

is inappropriate to the searcher's problem. They propose to increase the (positive) weight of

7



the relevant features of positive example (irrespective of their appearance in negative example);

and to enhance (with negative weights) the relevant features of negative example which don't

appear in positive example. We think that enhancing important features of positive example

which also appear in negative example, can mislead the retrieval process, as we explain in Sec-

tion 3.

In [6, 5], the authors consider that the image database is made up of relevant images, among

which the user chooses positive example, and non-relevant images, among which the user chooses

negative example. They use a probabilistic model in which they try to estimate the distribution

of relevant images and to simultaneously minimize the probability of retrieving non-relevant

images.

3 Why we use negative example and how it can be in-

terpreted

When an image retrieval system returns the results of a given query, we often encounter two

problems: noise and miss. Noise consists of retrieved images which don't correspond to what

the user wants. Miss is the set of images corresponding to what the user wants which have not

been retrieved. These two problems (noise and miss) occur because of imperfections at different

levels. For the user, it may not be easy to formulate an adequate query using the available

images, either because none of them correspond to what he/she wants or because he/she lacks

knowledge of imagery details such as the meaning of features. For the retrieval system, it may

be difficult to translate the user's needs and specificities in terms of image features and similar-

ity measures. However, the use of negative example in query formulation and refinement can

help to reduce noise and miss. Indeed, after the results of a given query are obtained, the user

can maintain the positive example images and enrich the query by including some undesired

images as negative example. This implies that images similar to those of negative example will

be discarded, thus reducing noise. At the same time, the discarded images will be replaced by

others which would have to resemble better what the user wants. Hence, the miss will also be

decreased. Furthermore, the user can find, among the recently retrieved images, more images



that resemble what he/she needs and use them to formulate a new query. Thus, the use of

negative example would help to resolve what is called the page zero problem, i.e., that of finding

a good query image to initiate retrieval. By mitigating the page zero problem, the retrieval

time will be reduced and the accuracy of the results will be improved 19 . We also note that

relevance feedback with negative example is useful when, in response to a user fed-back query,

the system returns exactly the same images as in a previous iteration. Assuming that the user

has already given the system all the possible positive feedback, the only way to escape from

this situation is to choose some images as negative feedback [20].

Now, let us examine how negative example can be interpreted and how this could be applied

to relevance feedback. Existing systems consider negative example in two ways. Some systems

like [23] consider it at image level. They search for the set of images similar to positive example,

then they search for the set of images similar to negative example; and finally they manipulate

the two sets in order to obtain the set of images that they return to the user. Other systems

such as the one in [21] consider the negative example at feature level. They try to identify and

enhance the features which help to retrieve images that are at the same time similar to positive

example but not similar to negative example. In what follows, we will consider the negative

example from the feature point of view, and use it to identify the most discriminating features

according to the user-given query.

In knowledge discovery in databases, most learning-from-example algorithms partition the set

of examples into positive and negative subsets. They perform generalization using positive ex-

ample and specialization using negative example 22]. These algorithms try to extract decision

rules including characteristic rules and discrimination rules. A characteristic rule of a set is

an assertion which characterizes a concept satisfied by all or most of the members of this set.

For example, the symptoms of a specific disease can be summarized by a characteristic rule. A

discrimination rule is an assertion which discriminates a concept of the target set from the rest

of the database [10]. For example, to distinguish one disease from others, a discrimination rule

should summarize the symptoms that discriminate this disease from others.

Before we see how to apply the above-described principle to image retrieval, let us make the

following hypothesis. We always assume that positive and negative examples possess some rel-
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evant features that are discriminant, i.e., relevant to either positive or negative example or to

both but whose values are not the same in positive and in negative examples. In other words,

we exclude the case in which the relevant features of positive example are the same as those

of negative example, with similar values. In such a case, the query is ambiguous. The system

rejects it and ask the user to specify a new one. Now, a first idea to apply the above-described

principle to image retrieval would be the following. First, characteristic rules can be extracted

from positive example images by the identification of their relevant features. More importance

must be given to such features in the retrieval process and images enhancing them should be

retrieved. Second, discrimination rules can be extracted from the difference between positive

example and negative example. Relevant features whose values are not common to positive

and negative examples are good discriminators, and hence must be given more importance;

conversely, common features are not good discriminators, and must be penalized. However, by

applying this principle in this manner, we may mislead the retrieval process by neglecting cer-

tain relevant features of positive and negative examples, as explained below. To make our idea

clearer, let us first define what we mean by a relevant feature. We consider that a given feature

is relevant if it helps to retrieve the images being sought. In our case, this will depend on two

factors. First, the relevance can be considered with respect to the query. A feature relevant

to the query is a feature which is salient in the majority of the query images. As we explain

in Section 4, we will consider every feature whose values are concentrated in the query images,

and which discriminates well between positive and negative examples, as relevant to the query.

Second, the relevance of a feature can be considered with respect to the database. If a given

feature's values are almost the same for the majority of the database images, then this feature

is not relevant since it doesn't allow to distinguish the sought images from the others; and vice

versa. To illustrate, consider a database in which each image contains an object with a circular

shape but the color of the object differs from one image to another. In such a database, the

feature Shape is not interesting for retrieval since it doesn't allow to distinguish between desired

and undesired images; however, the feature Color is interesting. In other words, a feature in

term of which the database is homogeneous is not relevant for retrieval; whereas, a feature in

term of which the database is heterogeneous is relevant.

Now, let us analyze the consequences of neglecting features whose values are common to both

10



positive and negative examples. In fact, this depends on the nature of the database. If the

database is homogeneous in terms of such features, then neglecting them will not be disastrous

since they are not relevant to the database. On the other hand, if the database is heterogeneous

in terms of these features, then neglecting them will lead the system to retrieve many undesired

images and to miss many desired images. To develop a solution that works for any query, it is

clear that common features should be considered. However, in some cases, there are not enough

common features to be considered alone at a given moment; they must rather be considered

together with other features. Since in our interpretation, negative example will be used to refine

the results of search with positive example, we propose the following. We perform retrieval in

two steps, where the first step serves to reduce the heterogeneity of the set of images participat-

ing in the retrieval by restricting it to a more homogeneous subset according to positive example

relevant features (and thus according to common features also). In this first step, we enhance

all the relevant features of positive example. We rank the database images according to their

resemblance to positive example and then retain only the Nb-^ top-ranked images, where Nb-]_ is

number chosen by us. Only images retained in the first step will participate in the refinement

performed in the second step, where we enhance the discrimination features, i.e., those whose

values are not common to positive and negative examples. In this step we rank the candidate

images according to their similarity to positive example and dissimilarity to negative example,

and return to the user only the Nb-z (Nb^ < Nb-^) top-ranked images. Hence, even if the com-

mon features are neglected in the second step, this will not mislead the retrieval since they were

considered in the first step. We confirmed experiment ally, using our retrieval system that we

describe in Section 7, the importance of processing queries with negative example in two steps.

Figure 1 compares the curves precision-scope for the two techniques: negative example queries

processed in two steps (the adopted technique) versus negative example queries processed in a

unique step (in which both positive and negative examples are considered and all images in the

database participate in retrieval). Precision is the average of relevance of retrieved images, and

scope is the number of retrieved images. It is clear from Figure 1 that when queries containing

negative example are considered in one step, the precision of retrieval decreases quickly with

the number of retrieved images.
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Figure 1: Precision-scope curves for two cases: negative example in two steps and negative

example in one step.

Some special cases are important and merit to be mentioned to show that the proposed method

functions as well. These cases emerge when all the discrimination features come from positive

example only or from negative example only. Indeed, if the relevant features of positive example

are strictly included in those of negative example and with common values, then applying the

proposed principle leads, in the first step, to enhance the relevant features of positive example

(which are the same as the common features) and to retain images looking like it. Then, in the

second step, to enhance the rest of the negative example relevant features and to discard images

near to it. On the other hand, if the relevant features of negative example are strictly included

in those of positive example and with common values, then applying the proposed principle

leads, in the first step, to enhance the relevant features positive example (which include those of

negative example) and to retain images looking like the positive example. Then, in the second

step, to enhance only those features relevant to positive but not to negative example and to

re-rank the images according to these features essentially.

A last question that should be answered is: can the user compose a query using negative

example only? First, we notice that, for a given query, the number of non-relevant images is

usually much higher than the number of relevant images. In other words, if we know what
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someone doesn't want, this doesn't inform us sufficiently about what he/she wants. For exam-

pie, if the user gives an image of a car as negative example without giving any positive example,

then we cannot know whether he/she is looking for images of buildings, animals, persons or

other things. Nevertheless, we think that negative example can be used alone in some cases,

for instance, to eliminate a subset from a database. Suppose that the database contains, in

addition to images the user agrees with, other images that his/her culture doesn't tolerate, e.g.

nudity images for some persons. In such a case, the user can first eliminate the undesired images

by using some of them as negative example; then he/she can navigate in, or retrieve from the

rest of the database. Concerning the retrieval system, the negative-example-only query will be

considered as a positive example query, i.e., the system first searches for images that resemble

negative example. Then, when the resulting images (images that the user wants to discard) are

retrieved, the system returns to him/her the rest of the database rather than these images.

4 Formulation of positive and negative feedback

As explained in the previous section, our goal is to define a retrieval scenario where the user

can select positive example images, negative example images, and their respective degrees of

relevance. This allows us, first, to reduce the heterogeneity of the dataset on the basis of

the positive example, then to refine the results on the basis of the negative example. Via the

interaction with the user, we globally aim to achieve two objectives. First, to be able to combine

the query images together with their respective degrees of relevance in order to identify what

he/she is looking for; and to integrate this information in similarity measures. Second, to weight

each feature and its components according to its relevance to the query and the discrimination

power it can provide. Before we give details on our formulation of relevance feedback, we will

begin by explaining the adopted image model and similarity measure. To represent images, we

have adopted a hierarchical model like the one in [26] where each image, either in the query or

in the database, is represented by a set of I features, each of which is a real vector of many

components. This choice ensures a good modeling of both images and image features, and a

reduction in the computation time [26]. The hierarchical two-level image model implies the

need to choose a distance metric for each level. For feature level, we have chosen a generalized
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Euclidean distance function, as in [25]. If xi\ and x^ are the ith feature vectors of the images

x\ and 3:2 respectively, then the distance at this feature level is

Dz{xn,x^) = (f^i - ^2) Wi{x^ - Xi'z)

Wi is a symmetric matrix that allows us to define the generalized ellipsoid distance D^. The

choice of this distance metric will allow us not only to weight each feature's component but

also to transform the initial feature space into a space that better models the user's needs and

specificities 26]. The global distance between two images x\ and x^ is linear and is given in

Equation (4):
I

D(a;i,a;2) = ^Ui{xu - x^i) Wz{xu - x^} (4)
^—/
1=1

where ui is the global weight assigned to the ith feature.

Now that the image model and similarity metrics have been chosen, let us explain how

to compute the parameters u^ and Wi which fulfill the objectives set in the previous section.

Consider that the user constructs a query composed of N-^ positive example images and their

respective relevance degrees ^ for n = 1,..., A^i, as well as A^ negative example images and

their respective relevance degrees TT^ for n = 1,..., A^. (It should be noted that TT^ is not the

square of TT^; 2 is an index designating the negative example). In the first step, we consider only

the positive example. We want to enhance each feature and its components according to their

relevance to the positive example. This can be done by introducing the optimal parameters u^

and Wi which minimize Jpositivei the global dispersion of positive example, given in Equation

(5).
I Nl

'positive = } ^ ui ^ ^ 7rn^xni ~~ xi ) vvi{xm ~ xiz_^ "'- z-^i

i=l n=l

where x\ is the weighted average of positive example (Figure 2), given by

^N^ ^.1^1
^n=l "n-^ni

xl = x^i/^-i'
m=l /ln

The problem formulation and the computation of optimal parameters are the same as in [26]

excepted that the full set of query images is replaced by the positive example images only. The

basic idea is to give more weight to features and feature components for which the positive

example images are close to each other in the feature space. An informal justification is that
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if the variance of query images is high along a given axis, any value on this axis is apparently

acceptable to the user, and therefore this axis should be given a low weight, and vice versa [25].

In the second step, we consider both positive and negative example images, and the refinement

concerns the images retained in the first step. Let us first define Jgiobai, the global dispersion

of the query, including positive and negative example images:

I 2 Nk

Jglobal = Eu^ E S ^xni ~ ^Tw^xni - ^)
i=l k=ln=l

(7)

where k = 1 for positive example and k = 2 for negative example, and where q^ given in

Equation (8), is the weighted average of all query images for the ith feature. See Figure 4.

V"2 . V"A^ ^^.
Z^fc=lZ^n=l "n^ni

qz =
Z^fc ^=1 2^n=l 7Fr

(8)

negative ex ainpl e po sitive ex ample

tA

Figure 2: Positive example average XL, negative example average xz, and the overall query

average q.

Rui et al. proposed in [27] to allocate negative degrees of relevance to negative example

images and to compute the parameters which minimize the same expression of Equation (7).

Let us analyze the consequences of such an approach. If we separate positive example from

negative example in Equation (7), then we can write

I Nl I N2

Jglobal = ^ U, ^ 7T^(f^ - gz)TW,(<, - g,) + ^ U, ^ 7r^(f^ - g,)TW,(f^ - qi)
i=l n=l i=l n=l

They choose TT^ > 0 for n = 1,... ,A^i and TT^ < 0 for n= 1,..., A^2. We thus obtain:

I Ni Z 7V2

Jglobal = ^ Ui^ ^n(xni - 9z) ^(fm - ^) - ^ ^ ^ 17rnl(f^ - ^) T^(f^ - ^) (9)
i=\ n=l i=l n=l
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where |TT^| designates the absolute value ofpr^. Equation (9) shows that the global dispersion

Jgiobai is nothing but the dispersion of positive example minus the dispersion of negative ex-

ample. Hence, by minimizing the global dispersion, even if the authors move the global query

average q (with which they compare their images) towards positive example and away from

negative example, two problems emerge. First, minimizing the global dispersion will lead to

minimize the dispersion of positive example, but with respect to the global query average q

rather than the positive example average x1. This will not give an optimal minimization of the

positive example dispersion; and hence, the relevant features of positive example will not be

given enough importance. Second -and this is the big problem- minimizing the global dispersion

will lead to maximize the dispersion of negative example. This implies that they neglect the

relevant features of negative example. Hence, their retrieval system will not be able to discard

the undesired images. See Figure 3 for an illustration.

negative example positive ex ample

^ _ *-^, ®
x~ ^ ^--^ ^

^ / ^ ^^

Figure 3: Minimizing the global dispersion leads to neglect the relevant features of negative

example.

Before describing our formulation of the problem in detail, let us recall our objectives. By

introducing the weights u^ and Wi, we want to give more importance to the relevant features

of either positive or negative example which allow to distinguish well between them. In other

words, via H{ and Wi we want to attribute weights to features and to transform our feature

space into a new space in which positive example images are as close as possible, negative

example images are as close as possible, and positive example is as far as possible from negative

example. (See Figure 4). To translate our objectives into a mathematical formulation, we start
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negative example positive example

Figure 4: We minimize the dispersion of positive example, minimize the dispersion of negative

example, and maximize the distinction between them.

by distinguishing positive example images from negative example images in the global dispersion

formula of Equation (7). For each feature %, we recall the weighted average of positive example
—>1 -, •• ^ •• . •. -, n ,. -»2

images x\ and we define the weighted average of negative example images x\ in Equations (10)

and (11) respectively.
y7vi. TrlxLLW, (10)
y-A^ ^1.

_ Z^n=l"n^ni
^ - Y-Ni ^T

^n=l n̂

-N^ ^xL
,n=l "n-^ni

^ - V^2^2
Z^n=l /ln

(11)

By introducing x\ and x\ into Equation (7), we can rewrite it as follows:

2 Nk T
J<,loM = E«.E E ^ \(skn, - xki) + (^ - 9i)] ' w' [(skni - sk) + (sfc - 9>)] (12)

i=-l k=ln=l

Developing Equation (12) gives

J.global = ^ ^ ui
i=l

2 Nk 2 N,

(^ ^ ^(4. - s^)Tw,(x^ -M?)) + (E E 7rS(i?£. - sfc)Tw,(S$: - g-,))
k=ln=l k=ln=l

2 Nk 2 N,

(13)+(E £ vkn(^ - 9.)r^(4. - sk)) + (E E ^ - 9.)T^ - ?.)) |
k=ln=l k=ln=l

It can easily be shown that the second and third parts of Equation (13) are zero. For example,

'2 . VNfe. ^k(^k. — ^ \TW.(^k — /^ — N^2 - \(\^Nk. ^Tk(^k. — ^ \T\\A/~.(^ — ^/fc=l 2^n=l 7!'n^'m ~ :z''z F vvi{xi ~~ (li) = 2^=1 | [ 2^n=l 7TnVJCm ~ xi F ) vvi{xi ~ (li,

= SLi [((E^i^^z) - (E£i^)^) Wi(S[ ' -qi)} = 0 since, according to Equations (10)
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and (11), Z^i TT^^ — (ZSi 7ri)^ = 0- Thus, Equation (13) can be written as follows:

I 2 Nk . ._ .-f 2 TVfe

global = [ E ^ E E ^(^ - ^)T^(^ - ^)] +[E ^ E E ^(^ - 9.)T^(^ - qz)} = A+R
i=l k=ln=l i=l k=ln=l

(14)
The first term (A) expresses the positive example internal dispersion, i.e., how close positive

example images are to each other, added to the negative example internal dispersion, i.e., how

close negative example images are to each other. The second term [R) expresses the distance

between the two sets, i.e., how far positive example is from negative example.

By distinguishing the intra dispersion A from the inter dispersion R, it is now clearer how we

can formulate our objectives in a mathematical problem. In fact, we want to compute the

model parameters, namely u^ and 14^, which minimize the intra dispersion A and maximize the

inter dispersion R. Several combinations of A and R are possible. We have chosen to compute

the parameters which minimize the ratio ^, assuming that R ^ 0. In the case of R = 0, the

positive example and the negative example are not distinguishable and the query is ambiguous.

In such case, the query is rejected and the user is asked to formulate a new one. Furthermore,

to avoid numerical stability problems, we introduce the following two constraints: Z^i ^- = 1

and det(Wi) = 1 for all i = 1,... ,J. By using Lagrange multipliers, the optimal parameters ui

and Wi must minimize the quantity L given in Equation (15).

L=^->{^^--l)-t^\.(det{W,)-l) (15)
i=l "'' i=l

where
_L J_ ^

A = E "> E E lrS(a?S. - s?)7'w.(4, - sfc) (ie)
i=l k=ln=l

I 2
R = E^ E ^ - 90Tm(^ - <7.) (17)2-^ "' ^-^

i=l k=l

7T1 denotes the sum of positive example relevance degrees, i.e., TTI = Z^^i TT^ and 7T2 denotes

the sum of negative example relevance degrees, i.e., yr2 = S^iTT^.
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5 Derivation of relevance feedback

In the current section, we resolve the optimization problem in order to obtain the optimal

parameters ui and Wi. Before starting, we note that the relative importance of positive and

negative examples must be chosen, i.e., ?rl with respect to 7T2. Some image retrieval systems [7]

adopt the values used by certain text retrieval systems which are 0.65 for positive example and

0.35 for negative example. Other systems such as the one in [20] assume that positive example

and negative example have the same importance. We have adopted for the latter choice because

it allows some simplifications in the derivation of our problem. Furthermore, we normalize all

the user-given relevance degrees so that TT +TT = 1.

5.1 Optimal solution for Wi

To obtain the optimal solution for Wi, we take the partial derivative of L with respect to w^^

for r,s = 1,... ,Hi, where Hi is the dimension of the ith feature and w^^ is the rsth element of

Wi, i.e., Wi = [w^]. We have

9L _ R^: - A^ , 9det(Wj)
9^.= —"K2—--A'-9wi7

where
QA ^^\

= uz E E ^A - <)(^. - ^£) (19)
)lrs

and

ui z_^ /_^i

u^ fe^ln^l

2
=u^^k{x^-q^{x^-q^ (20)

ui^ k^l

Before computing ^-, we note that det(Wi) = E^ (-l)r+sw^^e^(W^J, where det(W^)
"irs

is the (rs)th minor of Wi obtained by eliminating the rth row and the sth column of det(Wi).

Hence,

. = (-lY+'det(W^) (21)
^r.

By substituting Equations (19), (20) and (21) in (18), we obtain

9L
Owi

2 TVfc . , 2

=0^

^EE7r^ -0(^ -0] -A[^^7Tfe« -Q,J« -^)] -^2A,(-l)r+s^(^J =0^
fe=l n=l k=l
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det(Wi^) =
2 Nk

RY.^7T^xknir-xt^xlni. - 0 - AS7rfc(a;t - 9zJ« - 9zJ
fc=ln=l fc=l

-i _ r^..-ii

(22){-iy+s\iR2

Now consider the matrix W^~ == [w^1], the inverse matrix oiWi (provided that Wi is invertible).

To obtain the value of each component w^ ~ , we use the determinant method for matrix inversion

to obtain w^ = (-l)rJe%H/lr • Knowing that det{Wi) = 1, we find

^ = (-l)r+'det(Wi,..) (23)

In Equation (23), we replace det(Wi^) by its value from Equation (22) to obtain

(24)w71=
1 f_^^ , , ^
\R^^^xkni.-xt^xk^ -0-AS7rfe«-^)(< -9d

7

where 7 = A^-. Equation (24) can also be written in matrix form as

fe=l n=l fc=l

W.-1 = ^C. (25)

where Q is the matrix [c^J such that

2 Nk 2

cirs = -R E E ^ (^^. - < ) (^£^ - 4) - A E7rfc (r€ - ^r) (^£ - (Us) (26)
k=ln=l k=l

Now we will compute the value of 7 independently from A which is an unknown parameter.

We can write Equation (25) as follows: W,~l = 1Q <=> Q = 7W,-1 ^ de^(C,) = ^Hidet(W,~1);
1

but since det(Wj~ ) = 1, then 7 = (det(Ci))~fri. Finally, the optimal solution for Wi is given by

Equation (27)

W,=^=[det{C^C^ (27)

where the components of Q are given by Equation (26) .

Let us analyze, roughly, the effect of the dispersion of positive and negative examples on the

components of Wi. First, we can write Equation (26) in a matrix form, as follows:

Ci = RCovai - ACovri (28)

where Covai is the sum of intra covariance matrices for the ith feature, i.e., Covai = [ccwa^J

SUCh that COVdi^ = EJLl En=l 7[ki,(x]n^ ~ xt)(xkii» ~ x]l.^ and CovTi is the inter covariance

matrix for the ith feature, i.e., Covri = [cow^J such that covr^, = ^2k=\ 7rk(xt ~ ^r)(-rt — Qis)-

Now, consider Equation (28), where we set the values of A and R since they concern all the
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features. If the intra dispersion is high relative to the inter dispersion, and hence the elements

of Covcti are important relative to the elements of Covr^ then, according to Equation (28), the

values of the components of Ci will be important. But since Wi = 767 (Equation(27)), it

follows that the values of w^, will be small; and consequently, the ith feature's components

will be given low weights. On the other hand, if the intra dispersion is low relative to the

inter dispersion for the ith feature, by a similar line of reasoning, we see that this feature's

components will be given high weights. This behavior of Wi fulfills our objective of enhancing

discriminant features against other ones.

5.2 Optimal solution for U{

To obtain the optimal solution for z^, we take the partial derivative of L with respect to Ui.

>9A _ 4 9R

where

and

' 9ui ' " 9m

9u,~ W ^n2

2 Nk
^ r^. -^k\Tw.(^k. -^~Q^~ = 2^ 2-^ 7vn[x'ni ~ xi F vvi[xm ~ xi

n k=ln=l

^kr^k ^\T^J7- f^k -,; y(xri - qiY Wi{x^ - qi) (31)
H k^l

By substituting Equations (30) and (31) in (29), we obtain

2 Nk 2

^ =0 ^ ^[EE ^(^. - »1')Tw.(4. - i1)] - A[^(^ - g-.)TW.^ -,,)]+ ^ = 0 (32)
n ^k=ln=l " 'k=l " uli

We multiply both sides of Equation (32) by u^ to obtain:

u^ + XPL- = 0 (33)
Ui

where

2 Nk . _ _ _ 2

/'=-R[EE^(2;£.-^)TW/.(2;£.-I.fc)] -A[£7rfc(s?-%)TW'(5.fc-^)] (34)
k=ln=l fc==l

Now, to get rid of the unknown parameter A, we will try to find a relation, independent of A,

between ui and any uj. First A can be computed directly from Equation (33) as follows:

A = -^ Vi (35)
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Second, taking the sum on i of Equation (33) gives Z^i Ujfj + \R2 YIj=\ yL = 0, but since

Y1^ - = 1, then E^=i 'Uj/j + >R2=0. It follows that

A = -E^ (36)
R2

Equations (35) and (36) imply that for every feature i

I
^?=EU^- (37)

.7=1

It follows from Equation (37) that f\u\ = ,2^2 = • •• = fiuj = ... = fiu]. Hence,

fiUJ =ui\l:T v^' (38)
I]

Finally, to obtain the optimal solution of u^ we replace Uj in Equation (37) by its value from

Equation (38). We find the following:

I . FT . I

f,u] = ^ (^/^/,) ^ fzUi = E \/^A-
Jrl v V J3 ' j^l

Y^J /T~
Z^j=l V J 3

^Ui=
Ti

The optimal solution for u^ is given by Equation (39), where fi is defined by Equation (34).

Let us analyze, roughly, the influence of the dispersion of positive and negative examples on

the value of each ui. First, we can write fi in Equation (34) as

/, = RFa, - AFr, (40)

where
_2_ N^

^ = E E ^xkm - ^)T^(4. - ^) (41)
k=ln=l

and

Fr, = ^ 7Tk{^ - q,)TW^ - q^ (42)
fc=l

We assume that A and R have constant values since they depend on all the features. If, for

the ith feature, the intra dispersion is high relative to the inter dispersion, then the quantity

Fdi will gain in importance relative to the quantity Fri. According to Equation (40), this will

increase the value of fi. Moreover, Equation (39) shows that when fi increases, ui decreases;
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and hence, the ith feature will be given a low weight. Conversely, if, for the ith feature, the intra

dispersion is low relative to the inter dispersion, then, by a similar line of reasoning, we find

that the ith feature will be given a high weight. Therefore, the optimal value that we found for

Ui fulfills our objective of enhancing the relevant discriminant features against others.

6 Relevance feedback algorithm

The input to the algorithm consists of positive example images, negative example images and

their respective relevance degrees. The output consists of the optimal parameters Wi and

Ui. These parameters are computed according to Equations (27) and (39), respectively. The
->1 ->2

computation of these parameters requires the computation of x^ x^ ^, fi, A and R according

to Equations (10), (11), (8), (34), (16) and (17), respectively. Our algorithm is iterative because

the computation of u^ and Wi depends on A and R, and the computation of A and R depends

on Ui and Wi. We use the fixed point method to perform the computation of u^ and Wi. An

initialization step is required, in which we adopt the following values:

• We initialize Wi with the diagonal matrix

/

lHi /

where

<7j.r == ^
2 Nk

E E WS(^ - g,J2
k=ln=l

is the standard deviation of the rth component of the ith feature computed for the full

set of query images.

We initialize the parameter Ui with a kind of dispersion given by

\^J FT.
Z^ 3=1 \/ Jj

Ui VTi
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where
\^2 . V"N^ ^r^. - ^k\Tw.(^k^ _ ^2^k=l 2^n=l /Rn[xni ~~ xi F vvi^xni ~ xi

ELi^-^n^-^)
Practical considerations for the computation of Wi

The computation of Wi requires the inversion of the matrix Q. However, in the case of

(Nt + N^) < H^ Ci is not invertible. In [25], the authors suggest proceeding by singular

value decomposition (SVD) to obtain the pseudo inverse matrix. This solution doesn't give

a satisfactory result, especially when (A^i + N-^) is far less than H^ [26]. The authors of [26]

propose, in the case of a singular matrix, to replace Wi by a diagonal matrix whose elements

are the inverse of the standard deviation, i.e., w^^ == -^- if r = s and w^^ = 0 elsewhere. In

our case, we propose to replace Wi by a diagonal matrix whose elements are the inverse of the

diagonal elements of the matrix C^, i.e.,

/ ... n \
w,Zll

w,=

V ° • • WZHiH, )

where w-i^ = — and c^ can be obtained by setting r = s in Equation (26).
ciss

7 Implementation details

We validated our relevance feedback model in the context of image retrieval. To do so, we im-

plemented a content-based image retrieval system in which we present the user with a graphical

interface displaying nine sample images related to different subjects and emphasizing different

features (see Figure 5). The user can choose more images from the database before formulating

the query. To add an image to the query, the user clicks on its "Select" button. The system

displays a dialog box allowing him/her to specify a degree of relevance (see Figure 6).

The possible relevance degrees are

- Very similar: corresponds to the relevance value 2 for a positive example image.

- Similar: corresponds to the relevance value 1 for a positive example image.
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Figure 5: The user chooses among the sample images to constitute the initial query.

- Doesn't matter: the image will not participate in the query.

- Different: corresponds to the relevance value 1 for a negative example image.

- Very different: corresponds to the relevance value 2 for a negative example image.

Once the query formulation is completed, the user can launch the retrieval process by clicking

on the "Begin search" button. The system computes the optimal parameters and performs

comparison in three ways depending on the constitution of the query . If the query contains

only positive example images, then the optimal parameters are those which minimize Equation

(5), and the database images are ranked in increasing order according to their distance from the

positive example average. This distance is given by Equation (43). We return the top-ranked
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Relevance degree with the searched images
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Figure 6: To add an image to the query, the user has to specify its degree of relevance

images to the user.

D{Xn) = ^Ui{Xni - X,)TWi{Xni - X^ (43)
i=l

If the query contains only negative example images, then the system proceeds initially by

a similar procedure, but considering the negative example rather than the positive example.

This means that the system computes the ideal parameters which minimize the dispersion

of negative example images, ranks the images in increasing order according to their distance

from the negative example average, then returns to the user the last-ranked images. If the

query contains both positive and negative examples, then the system performs the two steps

of retrieval. The parameter computation and the distance function used in the first step are

the same as in the case of a positive-example-only query. The database images are ranked in

increasing order and only the Nb-^ first ones are retained for the second step. In the second

step, the system computes the parameters which minimize Equation (15), then the retained

images are ranked according to their closeness to the positive example and their farness from

the negative example. The comparison function is given by Equation (44). Finally, the system
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returns the Nb-z top-ranked images to the user.

I I
D{Xn) = ^ Ui{Xni - Si)TWi{Xni - X,) - ^ Ui{Xni - X\ ,~)TWi{Xni - ^) (44)

1=1 i=l

Each image, either in the database or in the query, is represented by a set of 27 feature

vectors, computed as follows: First, we map every pixel in the image to a point in the 3-D HSI

space (Figure 7). This operation consists of computing, for every triple [H,S,I], the number of

pixels having the values Hue = H, Saturation = S and Intensity = I. We obtain a 3-D color

histogram that we can't use, as it takes up a lot of space and most of its values are zeros. For

example, if we have an image with HSI values ranging between 0 and 255, our histogram will

contain 256 cells, most of which don't correspond to any pixel.

To reduce the histogram's size, many solutions are possible, such as the spatial repartition of

the points of the 3-D histogram,taking into account their respective occurrence frequency, i.e.,

the number of pixels corresponding to each point in the histogram. However, as the main aim

of our work is not finding the best visual features, but rather developing a relevance feedback

technique, we have adopted a simple solution which consists of partitioning the space by sub-

dividing the axes H, S and I into three equal intervals each. This gives us 33 = 27 subspaces, as

shown in Figure 7. Each subspace will constitute a feature, and we compute its corresponding

vector as follows. The subspace is subdivided into 23 = 8 sub-subspaces. We compute the sum

of the elements of each sub-subspace and we put the result in the corresponding cell of the

feature vector (Figure 7). We note that our feature estimation method is somewhat similar to

the quantizer function used in [15].

8 Experimental results and performance evaluation

8.1 Example of refinement with negative example

Tests were performed on 10.000 images from The Pennsylvania State University [16, 13]. This

database contains images related to different subjects, emphasizing different features, and taken

under different illumination conditions. For each image, the set of features is computed as

explained above. We performed many tests for retrieval and refinement. Even when positive
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Figure 7: Decomposition of the HSI color space into a set of subspaces and the computation of

each subspace's histogram.

and negative examples are not readily distinguishable, our system succeeded in identifying

discrimination features and sorting the resulting images according to these features. Figure 8

gives an example of retrieval with positive example only. Figure 9 gives and example of retrieval

with positive and negative examples.

In the first example, two images participated in the query as positive example. Both of these

images contain a green tree under the blue sky (5095.ppm and 5118.ppm). Figure 8 shows

the top nine returned images. We notice that the two query images are returned in the top

positions. There are also some other images containing trees under the sky, but we notice the

presence of noise consisting of three images of a brown bird on a green tree under the blue

sky (5523.ppm, 5522.ppm, 5521.ppm). At the same time, there have been miss, because the
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Figure 8: Results of search with positive example only

database contains other images of trees under the sky that have not been retrieved. In the

second example, we try to refine the results of the first example. Hence, we use the same

images (5095.ppm and 5118.ppm) as positive example, while an image of a bird on a tree under

the sky is chosen as negative example (image 5521.ppm of Figure 8). Figure 9 shows that

images of birds are discarded (the noise reduced) and that more images of trees under the sky

are retrieved (the miss decreased).

8.2 Performance evaluation

In order to validate the proposed relevance feedback technique, we performed a performance

evaluation of our retrieval system. The evaluation was based on comparison between the use

of positive example only and the use of both positive and negative examples. To perform any
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Figure 9: Results of refinement with both positive and negative examples

evaluation in the context of image retrieval, two main issues emerge: the acquisition of ground

truth and the definition of performance criteria. For ground truth, we use human subjects:

three persons participated in the all the experiences that we will describe below. Concerning

performance criteria, the most used are Precision Pr and Recall Re [14]. In their simplest defi-

nition, precision is the proportion of retrieved images that are relevant, i.e., number of retrieved

images that are relevant on the number of all retrieved images; and recall is the proportion

of relevant images that,are retrieved, i.e., number of relevant images that are retrieved on the

number of all relevant images in the database. Some authors drew up the precision-recall curve

Pr == f (Re) [14]; however, it has been observed, that this measure is less meaningful in the

context of image retrieval since recall is consistently low [26] [11]. Furthermore, we think that

it is often difficult to compute recall, especially when the size of the image database is big;
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because this requires to know, for each query, the number of relevant images in a the whole

database. Another problem with recall, is that it depends strongly on the choice of the number

of images to return to the user. If the number of relevant images in the database is bigger than

the number of images returned to the user, then the recall will be penalized. We adopt a more

expressive curve which is the precision-scope curve Pr = f{Sc) [11]. Scope Sc is the number of

images returned to the user, and hence the curve Pr = f(Sc) depicts the precision for different

values of the number of images returned to the user.

We carried out two experiences, each of which tries to measure a given aspect of our model.

The first experience aims to measure the improvement, with negative example, in the relevance

of retrieved images. The second experience aims to measure the improvement, with negative

example, in the number of iterations needed to locate a given category of images.

First experience

As we said above, the goal of the first experience is to measure the contribution of negative

example in the improvement of the relevance of retrieved images. Each human subject partic-

ipating in the experience was asked to formulate a query using only positive example and to

give a goodness score to each retrieved image, then to refine the results using negative example

and to give a goodness score to each retrieved image. The possible scores are 2 if the image

is good, 1 if the image is acceptable, and 0 if the image is bad. Each subject repeated the

experience five times by specifying a new query each time. We computed precision as follows:

Pr = the sum of degrees of relevance for retrieved images / the number of retrieved images.

Figure 10 compares the curves Pr == f(Sc) in the two cases: retrieval with positive example

and refinement with negative example. We find that in average, when we introduce negative

example, the improvement in precision is of 20%. In fact, the improvement varies from one

query to another, because it depends on other factors such as the choice of a meaningful nega-

tive example and the constitution of the database. If, for a given query, the database contains

a little number of relevant images, most of which have been retrieved in the first step, then the

introduction of negative example or any other technique will not be able to bring any notable

improvement.

Second experience

The second experience attempts to measure the improvement in the number of refinement it-
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Figure 10: Precision-scope curves for retrieval with positive example and refinement with neg-

ative example

orations needed to locate a given category of images, as well as the role of negative example

in resolving the page zero problem (finding a good image to initiate the retrieval). We showed

to each of our human subjects a set of images that are relatively similar to each other with

respect to the color. None of the showed images appear in the set of images the subjects can

use to formulate the initial query. Each subject is asked to locate at least one of the showed

images using only positive example, and to count the number of iterations; then to restart

the experience but using both positive and negative examples, and to count the number of

iterations. This experience was repeated four times and the results are given in Table 1. Sl, S2

and S3 designate respectively the three human subjects who participated in the experiments.

PE means positive example and NE means negative example. Each entry in the table gives the

number of iterations needed to locate the searched images.

Our first observation is that when they used both positive and negative examples, the subjects

succeeded in all the experiences; however, when they used only positive example, some of them

failed in certain experiences to locate any sought image. In Experience 2.2 and Experience 2.4

(Table 1), at least one subject was unable to locate any sought image using positive exam-

pie only. This is because, in a given iteration, all the retrieved images fall into an undesired
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Experience 2.1 Experience 2.2

Only PE.

PEandNE

Experience 2.:

OntyPE

PE and NE

Sl

2

1

I

Sl

12

2

S2

4

3

S2

9

4

S3

3

1

S3

5

3

Average

3

1,67

Average

8,67

3,00

I Only PE

IPEandNE

Experience 2.^

I Only PE

IPEandNE

Sl

fail

3

Sl

12

3

S2

fail

12

S2

9

4

S3

12

1

S3

fail

3

Average

fail

5,33

Average

fail

3,33

Table 1. Number of iterations needed to locate a given category of images in two cases:

using positive example only and using both positive and negative examples.

category, and the formulation of the next-iteration query using any of these images leads to

retrieve images belonging to the same category. The user can loop indefinitely, but he/she will

not be able to escape this situation by using positive example only. The second observation is

that the use of negative example reduces appreciably the number of iterations. If we compute

the average number of iterations among the successful experiences (2.1 and 2.3), we find 5.83

when only positive example is used, and 2.33 when both positive and negative examples are

used. This experience shows clearly the role of negative example in mitigating the page zero

problem. Indeed, after having obtaining at least one of the sought images, the user can use it

to formulate a new query, and hence to retrieve more sought images.

9 Conclusion

When performing content-based image retrieval, it is very important to take into account the

user's needs and specificities, which can be identified via relevance feedback. However, the use

of positive example only isn't always sufficient to determine what the user is looking for. This

can be seen especially when all the candidate images to participate in the query appear in an

inappropriate context or contain, in addition to the features the user is looking for, features
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or objects he/she doesn't want to retrieve. Motivated by the importance of negative example,

in this paper we studied its relevance in content-based image retrieval. We gave details and

justifications on how it can be combined with positive example to perform feature weighting,

and then explained how this can be applied to the retrieval process. This led us to propose

a new model for positive and negative feedback. We validated our model by testing it on a

heterogeneous database and performing some performance evaluations. The obtained results

are promising. Our model is not limited to image retrieval but can be adapted and applied to

any retrieval process with relevance feedback.
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Conclusion

Dans ce memoire, nous nous sommes interesses a certains problemes relatifs a la re-

cherche d'images, tels que la selection des caracteristiques et la definition de la mesure

de similarite qui correspond aux objectifs de Pusager et a sa subjectivite. Nous pensons

que Ie retour de pertinence peut apporter des solutions a certains de ces problemes, voila

pourquoi nous nous sommes focalises sur la question de retour de pertinence en recherche

d'images basee sur Ie contenu. Une etude des travaux existants nous a permis de tirer deux

constatations. D'abord, 1'apport du retour de pertinence est considerable pour raffiner

les resultats de la recherche, et done mieux repondre aux besoins de 1'usager. Ensuite, la

plupart de ces systemes n'exploitent que 1'exemple, or Ie contre-exemple peut etre d'une

grande utilite. Nous avons etudie plus en detail la question du contre-exemple pour pro-

poser une interpretation possible, et comment il peut etre utilise afin d'ameliorer les

resultats de la recherche. Cela nous a permis de definir un modele mathematique pour Ie

retour de pertinence utilisant 1'exemple et Ie contre-exemple. L'application de ce modele

dans Ie contexte de la recherche d'images basee sur Ie contenu nous a permis de confir-

mer 1 utilite du contre-exemple dans 1 amelioration des resultats de la recherche. Notre

modele a ete valide en utilisant un systeme de recherche que nous avons implemente et

teste sur une grande collection d'images diversifiee. Nous avons constate que les resultats

de la recherche avec Pexemple pourraient etre bien raffines en se basant sur la difference

entre Pexemple et Ie contre-exemple.

Avec Ie developpement des techniques du retour de pertinence, la prise en charge des

besoins de 1'usager sera de plus en plus efficace pour retrouver en un temps raisonnable

et avec precision les images qu'il cherche. Ceci est possible si on arrive a identifier, d'une

fagon automatique, les caracteristiques qui 1'interessent et les mesures de similarite qui
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lui correspondent.

A travers ce travail, nous avons montre 1'utilite de developper une strategie pour la

recherche d'images centree autour de Pusager. Le travail presente peut etre considere

comme une premiere approche a faire. D'autres questions restent a etre abordees telles

que la modelisation du profil de 1'usager et Pindexation.
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